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Can you imagine a choreographer only training one dancer to lead while his or her partner sits in

the lobby staring at the wall? Yet we do this all the time in organizations. Half the partnership is
missing.Leadership is Half the Story introduces the first model to seamlessly integrate

leadership, followership, and partnerships. This research-backed, field-tested book contributes

many new ideas and practical advice for everyone in an organization – from CEO to HR director
to front-line manager to consultant.All of us lead, not just those with the formal title. All of us

follow, not just front-line staff. In great collaborations, one moment we are leading and then we
flip to following; in other words, the relationship between leadership and followership is dynamic,

context-specific, and ever-evolving. This empowering perspective opens up leadership to
everyone, normalizes followership, and enables more productive and innovative collaborations.

Candid discussions about both roles allow for better coaching, mentoring, skill development,
and interpersonal agility, and result in stronger teams.Marc and Samantha Hurwitz give us a

category-busting book that “practically glows with energy and vision,” according to Marshall
Goldsmith, executive coach and best-selling author of What Got You Here Won’t Get You There.

“In this remarkable book, Samantha and Marc Hurwitz radically challenge the conventional

wisdom on leadership. Leaders aren’t more important than followers, they say. To innovate fast,
leaders and followers must be equal partners – together creatingco-flow.'Leadership Is Half the

Story'is essential reading for anyone who wants to know how companies, organizations, and
governments can adapt, innovate, and thrive in a rapidly changing and increasingly complex
world.”(Thomas Homer-Dixon, Chair of Global Systems, Balsillie School of International Affairs;

author, 'The Ingenuity Gap' and 'The Upside of Down')“This book practically glows with energy
and vision! In highly accessible, entertaining portions Sam and Marc Hurwitz have presented us
with a forward-thinking, prescient guide to success in business in today’s unpredictable

market.Build agile, innovative, efficient teams in your organization today for greater success
tomorrow!”(Marshall Goldsmith, top-ranked executive coach; Thinkers 50 Top Ten Global

Business Thinker; author or editor of 34 books including the global bestsellers 'MOJO' and
'What Got You Here Won't Get You There')“Samantha and Marc Hurwitz have made leadership

whole. Teams need great leaders as well as great followers.”(Razor Suleman, Founder and Chief
Achiever, Achievers, Inc.) --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.Review“What a gift! This book fills a void that needed filling in the discussion about

leadership. And it is done with solid research and practical application.”(Barry Johnson, author,
'Polarity Management')“This book is wise and entertaining. It blends research, theory, and
fascinating stories from practice that can help us all to become better leaders – and followers. It

is a book to read, and then read again.”(Dennis Tourish, Professor of Leadership and

Organisation Studies, Royal Holloway, University of London; author, 'The Dark Side of
Transformational Leadership')“Marc and Samantha Hurwitz are making the next important
development in leadership and followership studies – weaving the behaviors of the leader and
follower roles into a collaborative relationship that drives effective teams and organizations. This

integrative approach will be of great interest to performance at both ends of the leader-follower
dynamic.”(Ira Chaleff, author, 'The Courageous Follower')“'Leadership Is Half the Story' is a

breath of fresh air. In this very readable book, Samantha and Marc Hurwitz introduce dozens of

innovative and useful insights about the dynamics of effective leadership and followership. But it
delivers much more than just theory. It offers practical tips, exercises, and methods for
implementing more productive, more creative, and more rewarding collaboration skills. I’ve read

hundreds of business books. Most are rehashes. This is a game-changer.”(Tim Hurson, author
of the global bestseller 'Think Better 'and co-author 'Never Be Closing') --This text refers to an

out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorMarc Hurwitz is co-founder and

Chief Insight Officer of FliPskills and a lecturer at the Conrad Centre for Business,

Entrepreneurship and Technology at the University of Waterloo. He holds a PhD in cognitive
neuroscience, an MBA, and has many years of corporate, executive, and entrepreneurial

experience.Samantha Hurwitz is co-founder and Chief Encouragement Officer of FliPskills. She
is a coach, consultant and facilitator with twenty-five years of corporate and entrepreneurial
experience, including nine at the executive level. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.Read more

Advance Praise for Leadership Is Half the Story“This book practically glows with energy and
vision! In highly accessible, entertaining portions Sam and Marc Hurwitz have presented us with
a forward-thinking, prescient guide to success in business in today’s unpredictable market. Build
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tomorrow!”Marshall Goldsmith, top-ranked executive coach; Thinkers 50 Top Ten Global

Business Thinker; author or editor of 34 books including the global best sellers MOJO and What
Got You Here Won’t Get You There“Samantha and Marc Hurwitz have made leadership whole.

Teams need great leaders as well as great followers.”Razor Suleman, Founder and Chief

Achiever, Achievers, Inc.“In this timely and refreshingly quirky book, ‘Team Hurwitz’ models
great leadership and followership to powerful effect. There is plenty to excite the imagination and

to experiment with in our quest to create the generative partnerships that we desire, and know

we are capable of, but can rarely sustain in an increasingly contingent workplace.”Brad Jackson,
Head of School of Government, Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand“In this
remarkable book, Samantha and Marc Hurwitz radically challenge the conventional wisdom on

leadership. Leaders aren’t more important than followers, they say. To innovate fast, leaders and
followers must be equal partners – together creating co-flow. Leadership Is Half the Story is

essential reading for anyone who wants to know how companies, organizations, and
governments can adapt, innovate, and thrive in a rapidly changing and increasingly complex
world.”Thomas Homer-Dixon, Chair of Global Systems, Balsillie School of International Affairs;

author, The Ingenuity Gap and The Upside of Down“Marc and Samantha Hurwitz are making
the next important development in leadership and followership studies – weaving the behaviors

of the leader and follower roles into a collaborative relationship that drives effective teams and

organizations. This integrative approach will be of great interest to performance at both ends of
the leader-follower dynamic.”Ira Chaleff, author, The Courageous Follower“This book is wise and
entertaining. It blends research, theory, and fascinating stories from practice that can help us all
to become better leaders – and followers. It is a book to read, and then read again.”Dennis

Tourish, Professor of Leadership and Organisation Studies, Royal Holloway, University of
London; author, The Dark Side of Transformational Leadership“Wow! I have never come across

a book on organizational truths that combines such deep knowledge of and respect for empirical
evidence, and the capacity to explain it well, with absolutely practical, hands-on tools.”Linda J.
Page, President and Founder, Adler Graduate Professional School, Toronto; co-author with

David Rock, Coaching with the Brain in Mind“By bringing the discipline of followership up to

equal status with leadership, Marc and Sam introduce a new lens through which we can all reevaluate ourselves and our performance. More than just a great read, this book is full of great
tips and powerful inspirations for any business leader today. Practical, purposeful, and delivered

with passion. Well done!”Ken Whyte, President, Quarry Integrated Communications“If you are

committed to unleashing the performance of others, this book is a must read. Packed with

insight, it has fundamentally shifted my approach to teaching leadership, career planning, and
driving performance.”Andrew Martin, Vice President Human Resources, Joey Restaurant

Group“What a gift! This book fills a void that needed filling in the discussion about leadership.

And it is done with solid research and practical application.”Barry Johnson, author, Polarity
Management“Leadership Is Half the Story is anything but the usual self-help or how-to book.
The reader has a choice to make in embracing the balanced principles of leadership and

followership. If he or she does, we will see an emerging world of business leaders with a growing
mastery in building and maintaining an altogether happier and more fulfilling workplace for
everyone involved.”Bill McLean, Chief Operating Officer and Executive Coaching Practice
Leader, Optimum Talent Inc.“Samantha and Marc Hurwitz truly understand the essence of

happy and productive organizations. Leadership Is Half the Story is a very important book and
an easy read, and it contributes to our knowledge in a kind of fresh, creative way that I have not

experienced in similar publications the past number of years. The way that the authors unpack
leadership-followership made so much sense and sets this book apart.”Kobus Neethling,
President, South African Creativity Foundation; international best-selling author of more than 90

books“Sam and Marc have a novel and magic recipe to help us chart our course as we transition
from a green intern to the CEO.”James McAnanama, Senior Engineer, L-3 Wescam“At last a

balanced view! Leadership Is Half the Story is substantive but not stuffy, with wonderful use of
examples from other disciplines and life experiences. Who knew that stickleback fish and 30

Rock could appear in the same work?” Dr. Liz Monroe-Cook, Clinical Psychologist and
President, Monroe-Cook & Associates (Chicago)“It is refreshing to see a book that draws on

numerous practical examples to illustrate the mutuality of the leader/follower relationship in a
business context, and the roles and responsibilities that lay the foundation for the types of fruitful

partnerships that are critical to agile organizations.”Ian Hendry, Managing Partner, Karian &
Associates; President, Strategic Capability Network“I enjoyed and got personal benefit from this

book! It would be a very good book to purchase for a mentee, or for a member of one’s staff who
is moving up to a leadership level. This is an excellent coaching tool to be used in any leadership

development program.”Janet Pierce, Vice President Education, Certified General Accountants of
Ontario“Samantha and Marc have done an excellent job of weaving together their personal

stories, the concepts of leadership and followership that underpin their work, and cases that

illustrate how these concepts apply in the real world.” Robert W. Jacobs, author, Real Time

Strategic Change“Leadership Is Half the Story is a breath of fresh air. In this very readable book,
Samantha and Marc Hurwitz introduce dozens of innovative and useful insights about the

dynamics of effective leadership and followership. But it delivers much more than just theory. It
offers practical tips, exercises, and methods for implementing more productive, more creative,
and more rewarding collaboration skills. I’ve read hundreds of business books. Most are

rehashes. This is a game-changer.”Tim Hurson, author of the global best seller Think Better and
co-author Never Be Closing
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To our fathers,Dr. Harry Hurwitz, or, as many people call him even outside the immediate family,
Uncle Harry. A man of many talents and an active philosopher still blogging into his ninth

decade, he has been an unabashed supporter of our many ideas, changes, digressions, and
versions of the book, all of which he read and commented on over the two years it has taken to

write.With his generous support, it is a richer book than we could have hoped for.&Andrew S.
Kerr, who is most remembered for his kindness, patience, gentle humor, and steadfast
encouragement of others to reach their full potential.
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Preface:Our Stories and Why We Wrote This BookThis book is personal for us. Why? Because

we sure could have used it 10 years ago! Back then a series of events convinced us to switch

careers, work together, and embark on the research and field testing needed to write this book.
We never dreamed it would take a decade to complete it. However, let’s begin at the beginning,
“Once upon a time …”Marc’s Story (written by Sam)For me, it all started with Marc’s big “aha.”

When Marc and I met, we were both executives and new peers at a financial institution going

through a massive acquisition. We started having lunch together and quickly discovered we

were kindred spirits. He confided in me what he had been experiencing in the year and a half
before we met.From Top Talent to …As a bit of background, Marc had been working at the head

office of the firm for about seven years after running, then selling, a business he had established.

Hard times and family duty led him to the corporate world for a secure paycheck. Marc’s varied
background and talents propelled him quickly into the executive ranks. He moved from
information technology to human resources to actuarial to marketing, receiving three promotions

in five years. Things were going swimmingly! He was getting top evaluations and, after a battery
of assessments, was selected to be part of an elite top talent development program.Then along

came a new boss. Within a year of her arrival Marc’s performance appraisals plummeted from
“exceeds” to “average,” and his job satisfaction nosedived. He was assigned increasingly lowerprofile tasks, and his career progression ground to an abrupt halt.Initially he reacted as many

others do in these situations. He blamed his boss for being a lousy leader, he was upset that his

talents and previous contributions were not being recognized, and he felt angry with the
company for letting him down. Eventually Marc regained his objectivity and began to reconsider
what had actually happened.The Aha That Changed EverythingAt this point in the telling, I can’t

help but picture the Grinch Who Stole Christmas digging his heels in the snow …Marc kept

puzzling and puzzling,“How could it be so?Had my performance dropped as far as my

appraisals now showed?What changed from a year ago when I was considered Hi-Po?”1And he

puzzled and he puzzled, till his puzzler was sore.Then Marc thought of something that he hadn’t

before!“Maybe leadership,” he thought, “isn’t all I must explore.Maybe it’s a flip skill, followership,

that’s as important or more!”When companies merge it is a given that, to attain the cost savings

baked into the purchase price, a large chunk of the management team gets let go. As Marc
looked around at his colleagues receiving the choice jobs compared to those being given

transitional roles (the temporary assignments that ultimately lead to a package), he noticed
many being passed over who had strong technical skills, strategic ability, common sense, and

leadership. It suggested that the ones getting the go-forward roles must excel at a skill that

wasn’t obvious, something that no one was talking about or, perhaps, even knew about. After a
lot of thought he figured out it was followership.Most acquisitions fail because of people

issues.2Marc said this was as much a personal insight as anything. He realized that followership

was something he hadn’t been conscious of. In his early days at the company he ignored the
dress code and delighted in introducing provocative ideas. Marc knew that he had been

recruited for his creativity and smarts, but possibly his bosses had only tolerated the other
behaviors. Maybe he got promoted in spite of his followership skills.His last manager – the one

who evaluated him poorly – had been the first who hadn’t specifically selected Marc. She had
inherited him. And in this case Marc’s creative spark wasn’t enough for her to overlook what she

didn’t like. Unfortunately, rather than give him actionable feedback, she offered him the choice of

a package or a job with less scope under someone else.In her defense, there is a significant
chunk missing from our organizational and managerial vernacular about followership. There is
no language for it, no universal understanding of its competencies and skills, and no guidance
on coaching or mentoring it. When Marc did his MBA (paid for by the company), followership

wasn’t mentioned once in any of the 20 courses he took.The lack of awareness and
understanding of followership skills results in many capable people losing their jobs or getting

pushed aside. In fact, I was almost a victim of that same fate.Sam’s Story (written by
Marc)Shortly before I met her, Sam went through a period of big changes: her beloved parents

had passed away within a year and a half of each other, and her marriage was ending in divorce.
As if that wasn’t tough enough, my company had just acquired the firm she had worked at for 14

years. The expectation was that most of the executives from Sam’s firm wouldn’t be kept around
after the acquisition.Sam had grown up at her company. She started there at age 24 as a

financial analyst. As the company grew so, too, did the scope of Sam’s responsibilities, and she
had become controller within several years of being hired. The culture there was warm, friendly,

customer focused, and every employee felt empowered like it truly was their company. The

motto was, “If it makes sense for the customer, do it!” By contrast, the culture at my firm was all
about tight financial control, process management, and squeezing expenses out of every dollar
invested. Our motto was, “Be number one or two in every market we enter,” although unofficially

it was more like, “Be sure you make a 17% return on investment.”Sam’s Fabulous Job
OfferDuring the acquisition the chief financial officer (CFO) of my business unit decided to keep

Sam because of her leadership and technical skills. I remember hearing the CFO remark on how

impressed she was with “how Sam had her house in order.” The offer was extended to all of

Sam’s team, and I can’t think of anyone else who was offered a similar deal.Fast Forward a Few
Months …When we first met, Sam had just been made controller of my business unit,

responsible for revenues of over $6 billion per year. She was already hard at work on the

integration – long hours and heavy lifting – and was successfully accomplishing the work. But
she was also experiencing culture shock and partnership shock. Even though the technical

requirements were the same as at her old job, the two companies had very different approaches
to almost everything. Worst of all, Sam was not connecting with her boss. Her new boss
constantly asked for updates, additional reports, more decision support, and everything came
with a hard deadline.We got to talking and I shared my insights about followership. We

discussed how the role seemed to involve getting on the wavelength of your boss and
understanding how to thrive in the organizational culture. After some introspection, Sam
recognized that she’d been assuming what had worked well with her previous bosses and

company would continue to work. In other words, she was doing nothing differently than

before.Six Months Later, a Total Difference!Sam was determined to learn from my experience
and insight. It was clear she needed to take a lot more initiative to build the partnership and get

on her boss’s wavelength. Sam tackled it with renewed purpose: asking lots of questions, trying

new things, evaluating what was working and what wasn’t. In the end, Sam changed how she
updated her boss, how she presented information to make decisions, and how she engaged in
meetings. Sam aligned with her boss’s goals, priorities, and worry spots. Most important, she
took full accountability for building the partnership. Interestingly, the more effort Sam put in, the
more her boss reciprocated.Within six months they were in a terrific groove, so much so that

when Sam’s boss got a significant new opportunity, she asked Sam to join her.That was when
we became committed to a new path: helping others thrive in their workplace and steer clear of

the stumbling blocks we ran into. We believed we could do this by adding followership to the
organizational lexicon, by bringing a depth of understanding of the skills involved in it, and by

bringing clarity to workplace roles and expectations. Over the next many months we read
everything we could in the scientific and business literature; we talked with academics, C-suite

executives, HR leaders, consultants, and entrepreneurs; we conducted focus groups; and we

held pilot sessions on followership development for select companies. The reaction was

universal. People said, “You are on to something big … quick write the book!”And that’s what we

did, except that it took a decade to get it done. Not because we are particularly slow or lazy but
because the more we dug into the topic, the more we uncovered. Unearthing the role of
followership led us to fresh thinking about the role of leadership and how the two complement

each other to achieve partnerships that are truly generative.Sitting back now, we realize that our
partnership has become generative and that we have benefited greatly from this material.It is our

dream, hope, ambition, and wish that this book, and the guidance in it, helps you, too.Samantha
Hurwitz and Marc HurwitzToronto, Ontario, CanadaJuly 2014
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Christian Knutson, P.E., PMP, “Finally A Book About Followership That Delivers. Leadership is

the skill that aspiring individuals the world over strive to achieve. We read books, attend
seminars, and study the great leaders in an attempt to distill characteristics that we can employ

in our own careers. This is all good, but it is only half the equation. None of us are free from the
equally important action of following. This skill is one that is vitally important to career success
and a necessity to reach ones full potential.Work is Done in Teams – Creating Co-Flow. It used

to be that flow, that magic place where an individual operates at their optimal level of

performance, was where all great ideas and products came from. However, by 2010, nearly 80%
of work was team-based. This means that in the present day, co-flow is what is needed to

achieve sustained delivery of value in our organizations. To get to co-flow, one needs to master
the skills and principles of effective following.Generative Partnership Model. Because each of us
will oscillate between leader and follower, we must become adept at partnering with others on
our teams. The Generative Partnership Model can be expressed through the equation: 1 + 1 > 2

+ New. This means that in two people partnering together is more productive and more creative.

The model is comprised of five guiding principles, five skill pairings, and an array of associated
behaviors.

The

five

followership

skills

include:Decision

AdvocatingPeak

PerformingOrganizational AgilityDashboard CommunicatingRelationship BuildingThe Value of

Followership. Leadership is important in generating value within an organization. However, the
follower is the main determinant of both project and long-term success. In studies, followership is
linked to improvements of 17% to 43% on many performance metrics. And over 98% of

managers reported that followership was essential to improving work unit performance. Follower,

not leader, performance is the more important determinant in value creation.Bottom Line: My
work as a professional engineer requires strong followership. This may counter the popular
emphasis on leadership; however, before one becomes a good leader, they need to be a good

follower. One won’t be as effective a partner in a firm or public service engineer director until
they've earned experience as a good staff engineer. At its core, followership is about developing
discipline and ability to deliver the goods. Until one masters this, their effectiveness in leading
others will be severely constrained.”

Margaret Dalziel, “I learned so much from reading this book!. I learned so much from reading this
book! As a consequence, I will be a better leader, follower, and partner. Going forward, I will
implement the PIP framework (Positive, Improvement, Plan – Page 88) in giving feedback, the

360 degree feedback tool (Page 212) to re-think my business offering, and the dynamic
leadership-followership complementarity in all my interpersonal engagements. One of the many

remarkable things about this insightful and engaging book is the way Marc and Sam employed
leadership and followership in its creation. The leadership is their elaboration of the powerful

followership idea, their followership is the relevancy and depth they bring to their explanations by

citing the work of others. This book manages to be both profound and engaging, well worth
reading cover to cover.”

yoel, “This book is not only practical and useful, it is also refreshing. Marc and Sam offer a real
refreshing perspective on leadership. This book is not only practical and useful, it is also
refreshing. I would recommend it to my peers.Yoel KlukGeneral ManagerPiensa LLC”

Greg, “Leadership alone is not enough!. There is an old saying that “a good leader is a good

follower”. There are some of us who may come to believe that the concept may be true at the
start when one has no members to lead, only to be forgotten when a position is assigned to
him.But is it important to learn how to follow, especially if you yourself have come to lead a

bunch of people? Marc Hurwitz and Sam Hurwitz said: Yes! You definitely need to learn how to
follow especially if you are in a leadership position, for leadership is only half the story.The title of

the book really caught my attention. Before reading the book, I already have a basic idea that the
authors maybe pointing out about being a good follower. Then I asked myself, could this be

another book on how to manage your boss? What do I need to learn to be a good follower if this
is the subject of the book? Is it really relevant? More importantly, as I think about it, why I can’t
seem to find any book similar to this one? Because of those questions I was intrigued to

learn.ACCURACY AND RELIABILITY (Score: 5/5)Marc and Sam Hurwitz have several years of
experience in consulting with numerous organizations in different parts of North America. Their

professional experience as well as their personal stories is interwoven all throughout the book.

The concepts are backed by enough data and other supporting details. This book is years in the
making so I can see that the concepts are well tested in the field. The authors applied the

lessons here in their actual practice.SUBSTANCE AND VOICE (Score: 5/5)Anyone who is
working in an organizational setting will benefit in the lessons of this book. This work is for
everyone I suppose. The authors would like the reader to realize that there is a balance of

treatment between leadership and followership. One cannot just emphasize one without

considering the other. In this case, the authors were able to deliver their case very well.STYLE

(Score: 4/5)There are two authors in this book as you can see. Unlike other books with two or
more authors, this one gives you an idea if it’s Marc or Sam who is discussing a concept.
Sometimes I find it amusing to see their little pictures every now and then.ILLUSTRATION AND

FORMAT (5/5)The pictures and formatted text boxes in the book are very helpful in reinforcing
the concepts. This made the book more practical as oppose to having mere theories.In the end, I

find the book an eye opener. I realize that we should not put all the blame to the leadership in

cases of poor performance since the follower in each of us has an equal responsibility as well. I
believe that the organizations around the world will really benefit in adopting the lessons in this
book. This is what really means when we say “we hold everyone accountable”.”

Stephanie OConnor, “... book helped me see the benefits of being a better employee. I've

already earned a raise. This book helped me see the benefits of being a better employee. I've
already earned a raise!”

The book by Marc Hurwitz has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 46 people have provided feedback.
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